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Let A be a noetherian ring. For an ideal I of A, we denote by I* the 
integral closure of I. In this note we shall prove the following 
THEOREM 1. Let q be an ideal of A that can be generated by an 
A-regular sequence. Then q” n (q” + ’ )* = q”q* for ecery n 2 1. 
The above theorem is a consequence of the following 
THEOREM 2. Let x,, . . . . xd (d L 2) be an A-regular sequence, and write 
q = t-y, , . . ..x~). Let R=x”Ezqntn and R’=x:,,E(q”)* t”, where t is an 
indeterminate. Let J= (t ~ ‘, x, t, . . . . x, t) R with 2 d r d d. Then H;(R’), = 0 
for n < 0. 
We shall prove Theorem 2 in Section 3. Section 2 is a preparation of the 
proof of Theorem 2. In Section 4 we shall prove Theorem 1, and in Sec- 
tion 5 we shall give some applications of Theorem 1 including the following 
PROPOSITION 3. Let A be a Cohen-Macaulay local ring, and let q be a 
parameter ideal of A. If (q”+‘)* = q”(q’)* for every n>O, then 
G= On>o (q”)*/(q”+‘)* is Cohen-Macaulay. 
In particular, our proposition contains [S, Theorem 1. I] as a special 
case. In Section 6 we shall make some remarks on Theorem 2. In 
Appendix 1 we shall give a proof of Lemma 4 (see Section 1) for the sake of 
convenience. This lemma is basic to our discussion of Rees rings, and the 
assertions in the lemma are all found in [9] if the ring A in the lemma is 
an integral domain. In Appendix 2 we shall make some remarks on the 
local cohomology modules of Rees rings. 
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1. PRELIMINARIES 
(1) Let A be a ring. We denote by A the integral closure of A in its 
total ring of fractions Q(A). Let I be an ideal of A. We then put I” = A if 
n < 0. We denote by I* the integral closure of I; i.e., I* = {x E A 1 x satisfies 
an equation of the form ?I” + al.ynp ’ + ... + a, = 0, where aj~ I’}. It is 
known that I* is an ideal of A. The Rees ring R(A, I) of A with respect o f 
is the subring of A[& t - ’ ] generated by t - ’ and It, where t is an indeter- 
minate. We denote by R’( A, I) the integral closure of R( A, I) in A[t, t -‘I. 
It is known that R’(A, I) = x(Z”)* t”. 
(2) For an A-module M, I,(M) denotes the length of M. 
(3) Let R=@..z R,, be a noetherian graded ring, and let I be a 
homogeneous ideal of R. Then, for a graded R-module M, H?(M) is also a 
graded R-module. H’;(M), denotes the subgroup of homogeneous elements 
of degree n. 
(4) We here quote some known facts from [9]. As we remarked above, 
the proof of these facts are given in Appendix 1. 
LEXIMA 4. Let A he a noetherian ring, and let u he an A-regular element. 
Let B he the integral closure of A in A,,. Then we haoe the follo\ving asser- 
tions. 
(i) uB has a primar)! decomposition MB = q, n . . . n q, such that ,cach 
Vi= (Bp,)red is a discrete t.aluation ring (DVR for short), where pi= Jq,. 
(ii) Q(B/pi) is finite algebraic ocer Q(A/p, n A). Let ci be the com- 
position of the canonical map A, = B, + Q( V,) and the normalized valuation 
associated rvith Vi. 
(iii) For ZE A,, z E B if and only if ci( z) > 0 for each i. 
2. LOCAL COHOMOL~CY MODULES OF SOME GRADED RIKGS 
Let A be a noetherian ring, and let t be an indeterminate. We consider 
A[t, t ~ ‘1 as a graded ring by letting deg t = 1. Let R be a noetherian 
graded subring of A[t, t ‘1 such that A c R and t ~ ’ E R, and let R’ be the 
integral closure of R in A [ t, t ~ ‘1. R’ is also a graded ring. It then follows 
from Lemma 4 that 
(i) t-‘R’ has finitely many prime divisors P,, . . . . P,; 
(ii) each V, = (Rb,)red is a DVR and Q(R’/P,) is finite algebraic over 
Q(RIP,n R); 
(iii) for a E A and n E E, at” E R’ if and only tl,(at”) B 0 (i.e., 
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c,(a) kntl,(t-‘)) for each i, where ri is the composition of the canonical 
map A[ t, t -‘I + Q( Vi) and the normalized valuation associated with Vi. 
Let e= LCM(v,(t-‘), . . . . c,(r-I)). Let u be another indeterminate. We 
then identify A[t, t-‘1 with a subring A[ue, U-‘1 by considering t = uc. Let 
S’ be the integral closure of S= R[u~-‘1 in A[u, u-‘1. Then S’ is also a 
graded ring with deg u = 1 and S’@’ (the eth Veronesean subring of 
S’) = R’ as graded rings; and moreover, for a E A and n E Z, U” E S’ if and 
only if d’t”E R’ (i.e., et:,(a) B nv,(t-m ‘) for each i). Note here that 
c/v~(~-‘)E N. We then put uli= (e/v,(t-‘)) tii for each i, and define w: A + Z 
by w(a) = Min(M:,(a). . . . . ~:,(a)). By definition, for a E A and n E Z, uu” E S’ if 
and only if ~(a) > n; therefore, since ~(a’) = ~MJ(u), S/u-‘S is reduced. 
Let G= R/t-‘R and G’= R’lt-‘R’. Let H= S/C’S and H’= S/u-‘S’. 
By definition, G = H as rings. As we remarked above, H’ is reduced. Since 
(S’/t ~ ‘S’)@ = R’jr ~ ‘R’ = G’, Gied is canonically embedded in (S//t ~ ‘S’),ed 
( = s/u ~‘S’ = H’), and then H’(‘) = Gied. In particular, Spec(H’) + 
Spec( CL,,) induces a bijection Min( H’) + Min(G:,,). Therefore the “going- 
down theorem” holds for Gied E p. 
LEMMA 5. 
I 
Let J be a homogeneous ideal of R such that t -’ E/J and 
ht JGred 2 2. Then Hj(R’), = 0 for n < 0. 
Prooj Since R’ = S”“, it is sufficient to show that H:,(S’), =0 for 
n < 0. By the “going-down theorem,” ht JF 2 2, and hence H&(H’) = 
Hj,(H’) = 0. Therefore by the exact sequence 0 --) H’ + H’ + H’/H’ + 0, we 
have Hy”(F/H’) = Hj,( H’). Since H’ is reduced and non-negatively 
graded, H’ is also non-negatively graded, and therefore Hj,(H’), = 0 for 
n < 0. Consider then the exact sequence 0 + S’( 1) -+‘-I S’ + H’ + 0. By 
Lemma 4, u ~‘S’ has no embedded prime divisors, and hence, H&(S’) = 
H:,(S’) =O; therefore we have the exact sequence 0 + H:,(H’) + 
Hj,(S’( 1)) -,I’-’ Hj,(S’). Since every element of H&(S’) is annihilated by 
some power of u ~ ’ and Hj,( H’), = 0 for n < 0, H&(S’), must be zero for 
n < 0. This completes the proof. 
3. LOCAL COHOMOL~GY MODULES OF REES RINGS 
In this section, A denotes a noetherian ring. Let xi, . . . . xd be an A- 
regular sequence with da 2, and let q be the ideal generated by x,, . . . . xd. 
The purpose of this section is to prove Theorem 2 and the following 
PROPOSITION 6. (q”+‘)* n(x,, xJ’=q*(x,, x,)“for na 1. 
In the following, we put R = R(A, q), R’ = R’(A, q), G = R/t-‘R and 
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G’ = R’/t ‘R’. Let r be an integer such that 2 6 r Q d, and let J be the ideal 
of R generated by t -‘, X, t, . . . . x,t. 
THEOREM 2’. (i) Each x,t( 1 < j Q d) is a G’-regular element in R. 
(ii) Hj(R’),,=Ofor n<O. 
ProoJ: It follows from Lemma 4 that G:ed= n m, where P runs 
through all prime divisors of t - ‘R’. Let P be a prime divisor of t ~ ‘R’. 
Since tc’R’n R=(t-‘R)*, P n R is a prime divisor of (t -‘R)* by 
Lemma 4, and hence P n R is a prime divisor of t - ‘R (cf. [ 8, Lemma 3.41). 
Note here that there exists an isomorphism g: A/q[X', . . . . X,] + G such 
that g(X,) = x,t in G. Therefore P n R = (t -‘, p) R for some prime divisor 
p of q; hence R’/P is integral over R/P n R = G,!pG = A/p[X, , . . . . X,] and 
grade J( R/P n R) 2 2. In particular, each -yir is a G/-regular element in R. 
Since the “going-down theorem” holds for R/P n R c RI/P, it then follows 
from [6, (33.1 l)] that ht JR’:lPa 2. Therefore we have the assertion by 
virtue of Lemma 5. 
COROLLARY 7. Assume that r = d = 2: and write x = xl and y = xz. Then 
q"+'(q')*:~=q"(q~)*for every n,s>,O. 
Proof We prove the assertion by the induction on n. Since 
q(q")*: XC (q"+ ‘)*:x= (q')* (by Theorem 2’(i)), we have q(q')*:x=(q")*. 
This settles the case n = 0. So assume that n > 0. Let L’ E q"+'(q')*: x, 
and write zx = ax + by with a, be q"(q")*. Then b = b’x for some 
b’E q"(q')*: x = q"- '(q')* (by the induction hypothesis). Therefore 
z = a + b’y E q"(q')*. This completes the proof. 
Proof of Proposition 6. Let J be the ideal generated by t- ‘, xl t, and 
x,t. By Theorem 2’(ii), H,2(R’), = 0. We here compute the local 
cohomology module Hj(R’) by means of the Tech complex: 
0 --+ RI,, x Rj, x R: --& R;,,., x RI,,, x Rj.,Y A R:,,,, + 0 
where we put x = xl, y = .x2, and u = t ~ ‘. It is sufftcient to show that 
(q"+')* n (x, y)” E q*(x, JJ)“, because the opposite inclusion relation is 
clear. Let z be an element of (qn+ ‘)* n (x, y)“, and write z = ax” + by with 
a, b E A. Then (z/x”J*, b/x”, -a/y) is an element of Ker g with degree 0. 
Therefore there exists an element (b’lx”, -a’/y”‘, c) of R:, x R;,, x RI with 
degree 0 such that (z/x”l: b/x”, -a/y) = f(b’jx”, -a’/ym, c). We may 
assume that m 2 n. Then zxm - “I”” ~ ’ = a’xm + b’y”, and hence a’ = a”y” - ’ 
and 6’ = b”x” -’ for some a”, 6” E A, because x, 4’ is an A-regular sequence. 
Since a’, b’ E (q")*, it follows from Theorem 2’(i) that a” E q* and 
6” E (q")*. Thus we have i = a”x” + b”yE q*x" + (q")* y. Therefore (q"+')* 
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n(x, y)“s (q*x”+(q”)*y)n(x, y)“=q*x”+?t[(q”)*n(x, ,#-‘1. Now 
consider the case n = 1: Then (q’)* n (x, y) E q*(x, y); hence the assertion 
holds in this case. Therefore, by the induction on n, we have 
(q” + I)* n (x, y)” c q*(x, y)“. This completes the proof. 
4. PROOF OF THEOREM 1 
Let x , , . . . . xd be an A-regular sequence with (x, , . . . . x~) = q. The case 
d = 1 is clear, because, for a E A and n E H, a E ($A)* is and only if 
u:x; E A. The case d = 2 follows from Proposition 6. So we assume that 
d> 3 and that the assertion has been established for regular sequences with 
length less than d. Then we may assume that A is local. 
Let R’ = R’(A, q), and let P,, . . . . P, be the prime divisors of t -‘RI. Let 
Vi = (R>,)red for each i. By Lemma 4, each Vi is a DVR; and, for CI E A and 
no N, a~ (q”)* if and only if a~q”P’~ for each i. Therefore we may assume 
that xi I’, = qV, for each i. Let now B= A[x2/x,] and I= (x,, xj, .,., xd) B. 
Then there exists a natural homomorphism B + Vi of A-algebras for each i, 
and moreover, IV, = qVi for each i. Since x,, .x3, . . . . xd is a B-regular 
sequence, (I” + ‘)* n I” = Z*I” for every n by the induction assumption. It is 
clear that I”n A = q”. If I is an element of (Y+ ‘)* n A, then 
zv,sr +‘vi=qn+’ Vi for each i, and hence ZE (q”+ I)*; this shows that 
(rl+‘)*nAS(q “+ I)*. Therefore, since the opposite inclusion relation 
clearly holds, we have (Y + ‘)* n A = (q” + ’ )* for every n. Let {M,} (resp. 
{ Ni} ) be the set of monomials in x,, . . . . ?cd (resp. x,, +r3, . .. . xd) with degree 
n. Let ;E (q”+‘)* n q”, and write z=x aMj with uje A. Since 
-~(f”+‘)*nf’=Z*f’, we can write z=Cb,N, with bieI*. For each Ni, 
we put T,= (M, 1 M,(x,)+M,(~~-,)=N,(x,) and Mj(~~k)=Ni(~k) for k23) 
and blvi = Ciw,, r, a,x;U,’ rl’~~2M,(-Y2). (For a monomial M = ~7”) . . ~2“‘) in 
-XI, . . . . Xd, M(x,) denotes the integer e(i) for every i.) We put n(i) = N,(x,) 
for simplicity. Then xi (bi - ~~J~/x’,‘(‘)) Nj = 0. Since x,, xj, . . . . xd is a 
B-regular sequence, bj - w~/.‘c;(~’ E I, and hence H?~ E xIci)Z* E (r(j)+ ‘)*. 
Therefore we have U’;C (YCi)+‘)* n A = (qnci)+ I)*, and moreover, by 
Proposition 6, we have \i!i E (q”‘“’ I)* n (x,, x~)“~) = (x,, x,)“(“q*. Thus we 
can write u’= Ck c~x;“)-~.x: with eke q*. Since x,, x2 is an A-regular 
sequence uj - ck E (x,, x2) if M,(x,) = k, and consequently uj E q* for every 
j. This completes the proof. 
5. APPLICATIONS AND.REMARKS 
(1) As an immediate consequence of Theorem 1, we have 
PROPOSITION 8. Let xl,..., xd be u regular sequence in a noetheriun ring 
A, and let q = (x, , . . . . xd). Then the following statements are equioulent: 
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(i) (qR+‘)* C q” for ecery n. 
(ii) (q”+‘)*=qnq*for el:erJ n. 
(iii) (,I”)* = q”(qn)* for et’erv n. 
Proof. (i) is equivalent to (ii) by Theorem 1, and clearly (ii) implies 
(iii). So we assume (iii), and then we shall prove (i) by the induction on n. 
Since (q*)* = qq* E q, the assertion holds if n = 1. So assume n > 2, and 
write II = (2k + 1) - e with integers k and e such that 0 < e d 1 and 0 <k. 
Since k < n, (q k+l)*sqk. Therefore (q”+‘)* qp~(q2k+2)*=qk+1(qkc’)* 
G q’“’ ‘7 and hence (q”+‘)* Gq 2k + ‘: q’ = q”. This completes the proof. 
Let (A, m) be a noetherian local ring of dimension da 2. Assume that A 
is analytically unramified and Cohen-Macaulay, and moreover that A/m is 
infinite. If q is a parameter ideal of A satisfying (ii) in Proposition 8, then 
(q*)” = (q”)* for every n, and the associated graded ring of A with respect 
to q* is Cohen-Macaulay by Lemma 9 below. Assume moreover that A is 
normal and d= 2. By [3, Proposition 5.51 A is pseudo-rational if and only 
if qq* = (q’)* for all m-primary ideal q. Thus by Theorem 1. A is pseudo- 
rational if and only if (q’)* s q for every parameter ideal q of A. 
(2) Proof of Proposition 3. By virtue of Theorem 1, it is sufficient to 
show the next lemma. 
LEMMA 9. Let (F,,),,a0 be a filtration on a ring A (i.e., {F,,} is a 
sequence of’ ideals of A such that (i) F0 = A and F, is a proper ideal, (ii) 
F n+,~F,r, and (iii) F,,,F,,GF,,,,,,) and let G= @n,oF,,/F,,+I be the 
associated graded ring. Let .Y , , . . . . xd be an A-regular sequence contained in 
F,, and let zi be the image of x, in F,/F,. Then ;,, . . . . zd is a G-regular 
sequence if and only if F,, + , A (x, , . ..) sd) = F,,(x, , . . . . xd) for eaery n. 
But the above lemma is a filtered version of [ 11. Corollary 2.71. So we 
omit the proof. Note here that, in the case that F, = F,(x,, . . . . x,), z,, . . . . zd 
is a G-regular sequence if and only if F,, + , = F, (x , , . . . . x~)~ for every n. 
(3) The Function l,(A:‘(q n+ I)*). Let (A, m) be a d-dimensional 
noetherian local ring which is analytically unramified and Cohen- 
Macaulay. Let q be a parameter ideal of A. 
hOPO~ITION lo. f,(A/(q”+‘)*) < l,(Aiq)(“;d)- (jA(q*iq) + IA((q2)*/ 
w*))(yr’)+Mq2)*/w*)(“;dT2)f or ecery n B 0. Moreover, for ever) 
na 1. the equality holds if and only if (qn+‘)*=qnp1(q2)*. 
Prooj: It is clear that if n = 0, then the equality holds. So assume n 3 1. 
Note that (q “+‘)*~q~-~‘(q*)*~q”q*. Since q”/q”+‘@Ajq*zq”jq”q* and 
n! q :q n+’ is A/q-free, I.,(Aiq”q*)=1,(.4/q”)+I,~(q”lq”q*)=[,~(Alq)(”-~+“)+ 
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f,JA/q*)(“:; ‘)( =1,4(A/q)( “;rl) - /,(q*/q)(“;!’ I)). Therefore it is suf- 
ficient to prove that /,q(qn- ‘(q’)*;q”q*) = /,((q2)*/qq*)(“pf,‘f- ‘). (Note 
that (‘*-:‘~~‘)=(““,‘;I)-(“~‘;*).) Since qnq*Sqnmm’(q2)*nq”c 
(q”+‘)* n q”= q”q*, we have q”q* = qH-‘(q*)* n q”, and hence 
q”-‘(q”)*/q”q* z (q”-‘(q’)* +q”)/q”. 
We shall now prove that the canonical morphism q” ~ l/q” @ (q2)*/qq* + 
(q’*-‘(q2)* + q”)/q” is an isomorphism. Let x I) . . . . -yd be a regular sequence 
such that q = (.Y’ ~ .. . . x,), and let {M,} be the set of monomials in xl, . . . . xd 
with degree II - 1. It is sufficient o show that if xi ~,M,E q” with USE (q*)*, 
then a,Eq (and hence a,e(q’)*nq=qq*). Suppose that xajMj=CbjMj 
with ajE (q*)* and b, E q; since -xl, . . . . sd is a regular sequence in A, we have 
a,-b,Eq for each j; hence a,Eq. Therefore (q”mm’(q2)*+qn)/qnz 
9 n- l/q” 0 (q*)*/qq*. This completes the proof. 
(4) Two-dimensional case. Let (A, m) be a two-dimensional 
noetherian local ring which is analytically unramitied and Cohen- 
Macaulay. 
Let q = (x, 4’) be a parameter ideal of A. We then put R= R(A, q), 
R’=Zt,.Z (q”)* t” and I= qfR. Let S=CNaO RL, and let X= Proj S. We 
define g(q) to be the non-negative integer I,(H’(X, 0,)) (see [8]). By 
Appendix 2, we have g(q) = I,(H:(R’),). It follows from the exact sequence 
R(,, x R:., + R:.,,., -+ H;( R’) + 0 
(cf. Appendix 2) that, for every n 2 0, we have a complex 
o ---) (x”, L’“)(q”)* ~ t-c l’)“(q”)* --, H*(R’), 
(xyy (XJ’y I . 
The above complex is acyclic for every n. In fact, it is sufkient to show 
that 
if m > n, then (x”‘, y”)(q”‘)* n (sy)“-“(x, y)“(q”)* 
= (x)!)“‘-“(x”, y”)(q”)*. (**) 
Proof of (**). Let ZE (x”‘, ym)(q’“)* n (xY)“-“A, and write 
ax”’ + by” = z = <yv n* “C with a, bcz (qm)* and SEA. Since x, y is an A- 
regular sequenck a L U, ’ P--n and b=b’x”-” for some a’, b’ E (q”)*. Hence 
z E (xy) m-n(~n, $)(q”)*, and this completes the proof of (**). 
For each n > 1, we denote by F,, the image of (xy)-“(x, y)“(q”)* in 
H:( R’),. It is clear that 0 = Fl c F2 c Fj E . . c H:( R’),. Since IA( H:(R’),) 
is finite and u,> I F, = H,2(R’)0, F,, = Hj(R’), for some n. 
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LEMMA 11. (i) F,, ,/F,, z q”-‘(q”+‘)*/q”(q”)*. 
(ii) F,,, , = F,, ifand only* if(q’+‘)* =q(q”)*. 
Proof. By (**), XJ)‘A n (x”+‘, f’+‘)(qncl)* =xy(x”, y”)(q”)*. Hence 
F ,,+,/F,, 2 q’r+‘(qn+l)*/‘(xyqn(q’~)*+(x”+‘,~~’r~’)(qn+’)*) z xq’q”-‘(q”+‘)*/ 
(x,vq”(q”)* + .Yyq”-‘(q”+‘)* n (xy”+‘, yn+‘)(qn+‘)*) 2 x,vqn-‘(qn+‘)*/ 
.vJq”(q”)*=q”-L(q”” )*/q”(q”)*. In particular. if (q”+ ‘)* = q(q”)*, then 
F ,I + , = F,,. Conversely, suppose that F, = F,, + , ; i.e., q”- ‘(qn+ ‘)* = q”(q”)*. 
Then, by Corollary 7, (q”* ‘)* s q”(qn)*: q”-’ = q(q”)*. This completes the 
proof. 
By Lemma 11, F, = H;(K), if and only if (q” +r)* = q”(q’)* for every 
n 2 0. Therefore g(q) = 0 if and only if (q” + ’ )* = q”q* for every n ( [S, 
Theorem 2.61). 
PROPOSITICJN 12. Assume that G = en 2 0 (q”)*/( q” + ’ )* is Cohen- 
Macauluy. Then 0 = F, c . c F, = Hf(R’),for some r with 1 < r <g(q) + 1. 
In particular (q rt+R(ql+l)*=qn(q n’q’+ ‘)* for et;ery n 2 0. 
Proof: Suppose that Fr=Fr+,. Then (q’+‘)*=q(qr)* by Lemma 11. 
Since G is Cohen-Macaulay, it follows from Lemma 9 that (qn+‘)* = 
q”(q’)* for every n 3 0; i.e., F, + r = F, for every n by Lemma 11. Finally, it is 
clear that r - 1 ,< /,(Hf(R’),) = g(q). 
COROLLARY 13. Assume that g(q)< 1. Then G= @,,20(qn)*l(qn+‘)* is 
Cohen-Macaulay if and only if q satisfies one of the following two con- 
dirions: (a) g(q) = 0; (b) g(q) = 1 and (q*)* # qq*. 
Proof: “Only if” part: Assume that (q’)* =qq*. Since G is Cohen- 
Macaulay, it follows from the remark after Lemma 9 that (q”+‘)* = q”q*; 
hence g(q) =O. “If” part: By Lemma 11, (qn+*)* = q”(q’)* for every n. 
Therefore the assertion follows from Proposition 3. 
Assume that A/m is infinite. We now put H(A) = sup g(q), where q runs 
through all parameter ideals of A (see [2]). 
COROLLARY 14. Assume that H(A) = 1, and let q be a minimal reduction 
of m. Then m3 = qm2 and the associated graded ring en 2,, m”/m”+ ’ is 
Cohen-Macaulay. 
Proof: If g(q) = 0, then m2 G (q’)* = qq* = qm, and hence m2 = qm. So 
assume that g(q) = 1. Since (q’)* 2 m2 1 qm and dim,:,(q*)*/qq* < 1, we 
have either m*=qm or (q*)* =m2 z~qrn. If (q*)* =m*~qm, then, by 
Corollary 13, m3 !& (q3)* =q(q’)* =qm’, and hence m3 =qm2. The last 
assertion follows from [IO] or Lemma 9. 
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PROPOSITION 15. Assume that H(A) = 1, and let q be a parameter ideal 
of A. Then (q n+2)*Gq” for every n30. 
Proof: Let q = (x, J) be a parameter ideal of A. If g(q) = 0, then 
(qn+2)*s(qn+‘)*=qnq*cqn, So assume that g(q)=l, and let r be the 
positive integer such that F,c F,, ,. By Lemma ll(ii), (q’+‘)* #q(q’)*. 
Since F, + ,jF, r q’- I (q” ‘)*/q’(q’)* is an A/m-vector space of dimension 
one, the morphism f: (q’+ ‘)*/q(q’)* --f q’-‘(q’+‘)*/q’(q’)*, defined by 
f(a)=ax’-‘, is an isomorphism (cf. Corollary 7). Therefore there exists 
“E(q . ‘+I)* such that (q” ‘)* = AZ + q(q’)*. z $ q(q’)* and mz s q(q’)*. By 
Lemma 11, q(q’)* = q’q*. Note here that, since q is a parameter ideal of A, 
we have q’: m = q’-‘(q: nr). Therefore ; E q’q*: m s q’- ‘, and hence 
(q’+ I)* c q’- ‘. If n > r + 2, then (q”)* = qn-‘-‘(q’+ ‘)* by Lemma 1 l(ii), 
and therefore (q”)*cq”+“. If 26n<r, then, by Lemma ll(ii), (q”)*= 
(1 n-lq*Eq11~2, This completes the proof. 
6. REMARKSON THEOREM 2 
(1) Let (A, m) be a noetherin local ring which is quasi-unmixed. Let I 
be an ideal of A. We then put R = R(A, I) and R’ = R’(A, I). Assume that I 
is of the principal class, and let xl ) . . . . .xd be a minimal system of generators 
for I, where d= ht I. Let s be an integer such that 2 <s d d, and let 
J=(t-‘,x,1 , . . . . -xX t) R. Then we have the following 
PROPOSITION 16. Hj( R’),, = 0 for n < 0. 
Proof Let G = R/t-‘R and G’= R’/t-‘R’. By Lemma 5, it is sufficient 
7 to show that ht JGred 2 2. Let P be a prime divisor of t ‘R’. Then P n R is 
a prime divisor of (t -‘R)* = t ‘R’ n R. Since A is quasi-unmixed, it then 
follows from [7. Theorem 2.121 that P n R is a minimal prime divisor of 
t - ‘R. Since G red % (A/$)[X,, . . . . X,], R/Pn Pz (A/p)[X,, . . . . X,] for 
some minimal prime divisor p of Z, and hence grade J(R/P n R) > 2. 
Therefore, by using the same arguments in the last part of the proof of 
Theorem 2’, we have the assertion. 
(2) Let (A, m) be an analytically unramified local ring, and let q be a 
parameter ideal of A. Let R’ = R’(A, q) and G’ = R’lt -‘RI. Let 
G’+ = On>o G;. Then Proposition 16 implies that 
(i) H&(G’),=O for n<O. 
(See the proof of Lemma 5. j This fact is already known in some cases. If A 
is a normal domain of dimension 2, then (i) is contained in [2, (2.16)]. 
Moreover M. Tomari also proved (i) in the case that A is a normal 
singularity over C and q is a minimal reduction of tn. 
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(3) It is natural to ask whether Theorem 1 is valid for ideals of the 
principal class. The following known result is a positive answer to this 
question: 
(ii) Let (A, m) be a noetherian local ring of dimension d, and let 
q = (x,, . ..) xd) be a parameter ideal of A such that q* = m. Then 
(q ’ + ‘)* n q” = q*q” for every n. 
Let R = R( A, 4) and R’ = R’( Al q). Let zi be the image of .xit in R’:lr ‘R’. 
Then (ii) follows from the fact that the canonical image of R/t - ‘R in 
R’/r - ‘R’ is a polynomial ring in z,, . ..$ zd over A/m. 
APPENDIX 1 
In this appendix we give a proof of Lemma 4. Before we give the proof, it 
is convenient to recall some of results on maximal ideal transforms of 
noetherian rings. 
Let A be a reduced noetherian ring. For a maximal ideal m of A such 
that m contains a regular element and A,,, is not a DVR, it is known that 
depth A,,( =depth,,, A)= 1 if and only if Acm:, m, where K is the ring of 
fractions of A. Let A” = (z E K ) dim A/A:, z GO). Ag is a subring of K. 
Matijevic proved in [4] that for every subring B with A E B G AR, B is 
noetherian and BjaB is a finite A-module if a is a regular element in A. In 
particular, A’ = AR n A is noetherian, and moreover, for a maximal ideal n 
of A’ with hr n > 1, either that Ah is a DVR or that depth AL # 1. 
Proof of Lemma 4. Let N be the nilradical of A. Then NA, s uB and 
NA, is the nilradical of B. Moreover BjNA, is the integral closure of A/N 
in (A/N),. Therefore, replacing A by A/N, we may assume that A is 
reduced. 
Firstly, we prove (i) and (ii): Since A is a finite product of Krull 
domains, ~2 has finitely many prime divisors P,, . . . . P,. Then by adding 
finitely many elements of B to A, we may also assume that Pin B is a uni- 
que prime ideal of B which lies over Pin A. Let S = A - Ui( P, n A). Note 
here that, for every s E S, s is B/u&regular. (In fact, suppose that as = hu 
for some a, b E B. Since s $ Ui Pi, we have a = cu for some c E 2. Then 
c= a:‘uE A,nA= B.) Therefore uB,n B= uB, and hence, replacing A by 
A,, we may assume that A is semilocal, {Pin A I i= 1, . . . . r} is the set of 
maximal ideals of A and, for each i, Pin B is a unique maximal ideal of B 
which lies over Pin A. We then put A’ = Ag n A( s B). Since [6, (33.11)] is 
also valid for reduced noetherian rings, depth A; = 1 (hence Al, is a DVR) 
for every maximal ideal p of A’. Therefore A’ = 2 = B. Thus the assertions 
follow. 
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(iii) Let z =a/~” be an element of A, with UEA. Then ZE B if and 
only if QE u”B; i.e., r,(a) 2 na,(u) (or equivalently, tii(z) 20) for every i. 
APPENDIX 2 
Let A be a noetherian ring. For elements x,, . . . . xd of A and an A-module 
M, we denote by C’(x,, . . . . x,; M) the complex 0 + Co + C’ -+ ... --) 
Cd + 0 obtained as follows: For each k 2 0, let 
and define the coboundary map d: Ck + Ck + ’ by setting 
(du), ,... k+,=C (-1)‘Ui ,... c...ik-,. 
Then H;,,, _... ,,,(W = H’(C’(,~ , , . . . . xd; M)) for every A-module M. (For the 
detail, see Cl].) 
Let now t be an indeterminate, and consider A[r, t -‘I as a graded ring 
by letting deg t = 1. Let R be a noetherian graded subring of A[& t -‘] such 
that A c R and t- ’ E R, and let R’ be a graded subring of A [t, t ~ ‘1 such 
that RE R’ and R’ is integral over R. Let f.=xitnf (i= 1, . . . . d) be a 
homogeneous element of R with positive degree ni. We then put f. = t-t. 
Let .I (resp. I) be the ideal of R generated byf,, . . . . fd (resp. f,, . . . . fd), and 
let q be the ideal of A generated by x,, . . . . xd. 
Since R;b = Act, t-l], we have Ck-‘(xl, . . . . xd; A)[& tp’] = 
FIo<,< czk-1 R;,,; ,... A,-, c Ck(fo, . ..) fd; R’) for each k; and moreover, 
these inclusions induce an injective morphism of complexes C’(x,, . . . . xd; A) 
[f, f --‘I + C( fo, . . . . fd; R’) whose cokernel is C’(f,, . . . . fd; R’). Thus we 
have the following 
PROPOSITION. There exists a long exact sequence of local cohomology 
modules: 
0 -+ @(R’) + H;(R’) -a 
W&N-t, t-‘I + Hj(R’) -H;(R’)+ 
H,d-‘(A)[f, t-‘] --) H;(R’) + H;(R’) -+ 
ff,d(A)Ct, t-l1 + HJd+‘(R’) -+ 0. 
Since each J;. is homogeneous, the local cohomology modules in the 
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above long exact sequence are all graded, and morphisms are also 
morphisms of graded R-modules. 
We now put S=xnaOR,, S’=CnZORL, and X=Proj S. Let O’(n) be 
the OX-module associated with S’(n). Since Ri = Sk for i= 1, . . . . d, 
(i) H7+‘(R’)= OncL H”‘(X, O’(n)) if m 3 1 and (ii) there exists an exact 
sequence 0 + Hy( R’) -+ R’ + @ n E L H”( X, O’(n)) -+ Hj( R’) + 0. 
In the following, assume that A is local, Cohen-Macaulay, and 
analytically unramified. Assume, moreover, that dim A > 2 and x, , . . . . zcd is 
a system of parameters for A, and consider the case that R = R(A, q) and 
R’= R’(A, q). Let X’= Proj s’. Since S’ is finite over S, H”(X, O&(n))= 
H”(X’, OX(n)), where OK(n) is the OX.-module associated with S’(n). Since 
t-’ E .I, H’$R’) = 0; by Appendix 1, HJ(R’) = 0. Therefore, by the above 
proposition, H’J’+‘(R’)= @H”‘(X’: OX(n)) for 1 dm<d-2 and there 
exists an exact sequence O+H,d(R’)+H;(R’)--+H$4)[t,t-1]+ 
Hf- ‘(R’) + 0. 
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